
Technical Data Sheet

Exceptional cleaning power

Pleasant fragrance

Incredibly versatile

Won’t stain or yellow safety floors

BUSTER - L586
Powerful all round cleaner for all interior surfaces

BUSTER is an extremely versatile concentrated cleaner 
designed to remove dirt and grime from the interior 
surfaces of vehicles including cars, commercial 
vehicles and buses.

ADVANTAGES

SPECIALIST CLEANING PRODUCTS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Buster may be used to clean interior plastics and vinyl and is 
ideal for cleaning vinyl and linoleum flooring.  Buster is also 
suitable for use via floor scrubbers.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

INTERIORS: Apply diluted via cloth or spray. Agitate stubborn 
dirt and stains and wipe away any excess with a clean cloth.

FLOORS: Sweep area to remove any loose dirt and debris. 
Apply diluted Buster via mop cloth or spray, allow a short 
contact time agitating as required and rinse/wipe away with 
clean water.

Dilution rates will vary depending upon the levels and type 
of dirt. Typical dilution rates are 1:30 for floors and 1:50 for 
light duty cleaning, for heavy deposits a dilution rate of 1:10 
is recommended.
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CERTIFICATION

Q 05320ISO 14001:2015
Cert No. 042075

APPEARANCE Clear liquid

COLOUR Pale straw

ODOUR Citrus

SOLUBILITY Soluble in water

FLAMMABILITY Non Flammable

PH-VALUE CONC. 
SOLUTION 12.8

PACK SIZES 20 litre & 210 litre

TECHNICAL DATA

RELATED PRODUCTS

NAP LOW FOAM
Highly concentrate fabric cleaner 

which will remove the heaviest soiling 
from upholstery, carpets and fabric 

trim

NAP EXTRA
Highly concentrated fabric cleaner 

formulated to remove heavy soiling 
from upholstery, carpets and fabric 

trims

CITRUS CLEANER & 
DEGREASER 

Exceptionally versatile cleaner with 
excellent compatibility with a range 
of surfaces including plastics, paint 

and fabric

LEATHER MAINTAINER
Premium leather cleaner and reviver, 
designed to enhance the appearance 

of your car’s interior 

PRECAUTIONS

Wear protective gloves and avoid contact with skin, eyes  
and clothing. Avoid spilling. 

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Store in a tightly closed original container in a dry, cool  
and well-ventilated place. Store between 4°C - 40°C.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and Safety Data Sheet available separately.

The values are typical of normal production and should  
not be taken as a specification.

https://www.nielsenchemicals.com/product/nap-low-foam/
https://www.nielsenchemicals.com/product/nap-extra/
https://www.nielsenchemicals.com/product/citrus-cleaner-degreaser/
https://www.nielsenchemicals.com/product/leather-maintainer/

